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Abstract. Energy harvesting wireless sensor network (EH-WSN) is a promising solution for near-perpetual environmental monitoring. However, the failure of senor node
in EH-WSN has a strong impact on the quality of the environmental monitoring. In
this paper, we focus on the topology optimization of fault tolerant target monitoring for
EH-WSN. We first describe the fault tolerant requirement of target monitoring and formulate the topology optimization problem. Then, the topology optimization algorithm of
fault tolerant target monitoring (TFTTM)is proposed. Based on link weight of energyefficient, the proposed algorithm achieves the minimum of maximum energy consumption
on sensor nodes by the calculation of disjoint paths between sink node and other nodes.
Expensive simulations show that the proposed algorithm obtains less average node degree
and average path length under the same requirement. Moreover, the proposed algorithm
achieves longer network lifetime than existing fault tolerant topology control algorithms.
Keywords: Energy harvesting wireless sensor network, Fault tolerant target monitoring, Topology control

1. Introduction. A wireless sensor network (WSN) is composed of group of sensor nodes
that are widely deployed for environmental sensing, natural disaster relief and military
target tracking. Due to limitation of energy supply in WSN, the main research problem
focuses on the energy allocation, that is, each node adjusts its power to prolong lifetime
in process of wireless communication. Topology control in WSN is an important issue,
the main aim of which is to save energy, reduce interference among nodes and extend
lifetime of the network [1, 2]. Considerable state-of-the-art topology control algorithms
are proposed. Typically, these methods can be categorized as minimum interference and
minimum transmission power with maintaining the network connectivity. Most of existing
topology optimization algorithms mainly focus on the WSN based on battery energy
supply [3, 4]. However, manual recharging or replacement of batteries is not practical.
Recently, energy harvesting technologies, such as solar, wind, vibration and so on, have
been used to solve the energy constraint in the WSN. This type of WSN generally called
energy harvesting WSN(EH-WSN). In EH-WSN, the objective of design mainly focuses
on the performance optimization based on ensuring near-perpetual lifetime of network.
As we know, the energy availability varies with change of environment, which affects
transmission power of node in different times. Therefore, the design of topology control in EH-WSN depends on energy resources in energy harvesting system. Fortunately,
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the solar energy is uncontrollable but predictable [5]. Several energy prediction methods
have been proposed based on different energy-harvesting WSNs. Therefore, the existing
topology optimization algorithms of EH-WSN generally integrate with energy prediction
methods [6, 7, 8]. However, these algorithms mainly focus on the optimization of network topology composed of sensor nodes and do not consider the fault tolerant of target
monitoring.
In this paper, we focus on the topology optimization problem of fault tolerant target
monitoring for energy harvesting WSN. The goal is to ensure that each target is monitored
by at least k sensor nodes and is k -connected to sink node based on energy prediction.
So far, most existing topology control algorithms focus on conventional battery-operated
WSN, their optimization objective is to minimize the interference or transmission power.
However, our objective is to minimize of maximizing energy consumption under the condition of guarantying each target monitored by k sensor node. Our major contributions
are summarized as follows
(1) We illustrated the relationship between topology optimization and fault tolerant
target monitoring. Furthermore, we give the analysis of minimizing the maximum node
energy consumption.
(2) We proposed a heuristics topology optimization algorithm based on the solar harvesting energy, which achieve the maximum network lifetime under the condition of guarantying each target monitored by k sensor nodes.
(3) The extensive simulation results demonstrate the performance delivered by the
proposed algorithms can improve the monitoring quality and extend the network lifetime
effectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section
3 descripts energy prediction model and problem description, respectively. Section 4
presents topology optimization algorithm for fault tolerant target monitoring. In Section
5, we evaluate the proposed algorithm performance, followed by concluding remarks in
Section 6.
2. Related Work. Fault tolerant topology control problems in conventional sensor network based on battery energy supply have been extensively studied [9]. Typically, these
fault tolerant topology control algorithms generally focus on constructing k -connected
topologies [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In [10], the authors provided a preserving k -connectivity
topology control algorithm. The algorithm analyzes the relationship between k -connectivity
and node degree, but the literature doesnt́ present the minimum node degree. Wang et
al. [11] proposed a construction method RESP of fault tolerance sparse topologies and
demonstrated the proposed RESP can prolong the network lifetime. L. Li et al. [12] proposed k -connectivity topology control algorithm. In the algorithm, each node needs to
link at least one node in every cone of degree a centered at this node. Meanwhile, they
proved that it could preserve k -connectivity when a < 2π/3k. Li et al. [13] developed
centralized F GSSk and localized F LSSk algorithms, which both guarantee k -connectivity
when a unit disk graph (UDG) is k -connected. Miyao et al. [14] proposed a Local Treebased Reliable Topology (LTRT) algorithm, but the LTRT only constructed a k -edge
connectivity with lower time complexity. Guo et al. [15] studied a scheme based on
cooperative communication to achieve more efficient fault-tolerant topology control with
k -connectivity. By exploiting the advantage of cooperative communications, it can achieve
path energy-efficiency and lower power consumption. In energy harvesting WSN, Dong
et al. [16] introduced a scheme that constructs and maintains a fault-tolerant wireless
sensor network topology. But, this scheme mainly constructs a k -connected backbone of
energy-rich nodes. Yin et al. [17]proposed fault-tolerant topology design problem for an
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energy-harvesting heterogeneous WSN. In literature of Yin et al. [18], six different algorithms were proposed to solve the fault tolerant topology control problem and the results
show that the proposed methods could save up to around 80% costs.
The above mentioned algorithms can construct k -connected topology with high energyefficiency, but most of them do not both consider the fault tolerant of target monitoring
and topology. We focus on the fault topology design of target monitoring in energy
harvesting WSN through graph-based theory.
3. Related Model, Problem Description and Formulation.
3.1. Network model. We consider an energy harvesting WSN G(V ∪ Z ∪ s, E), where
V = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vi , vi+1 , · · · , vn } is the set of n sensor nodes, Z = {z1 , z2 , · · · , zi , zi+1 , · · · ,
zm } is the set of monitoring targets, s is the sink node, and E = {eij } is the set of
all edges. Each sensor node vi ∈ V is powered by solar energy source and has a fixed
maximum transmission and monitoring range. The sensor node vi ∈ V is deployed for
periodic environmental monitoring. For each sensor node, the EC t (vi ) represents the
energy consumption of sensor node vi at time slot t, 0 < t < L. SE(vi ) denotes the sum
of energy consumption of sensor node vi in total L time slots. BE(vi ) denotes the battery
capacity of sensor node vi .
3.2. Energy harvesting model. In this paper, we mainly consider the environmental
monitoring. For the long-period monitoring task, the number of monitoring each target
is determined by the collected energy. Therefore, the consumption energy of each sensor
node is less than the harvesting energy. We take the solar-powered as the energy supply
and use a widely adopted environmental energy harvesting assumption, i.e., the harvesting
energy of each sensor node in a future time period is uncontrollable but predictable by
its historic energy harvesting profile. Further, we assume that time period is divided
into L time slots after which the next recharging pattern will be repeated [6]. Many
prediction approaches of harvesting energy are provided [6, 7, 8]. We take the widely
used energy prediction algorithm, i.e. Exponentially Weighted Moving-Average (EWMA)
algorithm [7]. The specific formulation of energy prediction is as following.
HE(t) = wHE(t − T ) + (1 − w)HE(t − T )

(1)

In (1), the w denotes the given weight (0 < w < L) and the HE(t) denotes the
prediction of the amount of harvested energy at time slot t. The HE(t − T ) is the actual
amount of energy harvested at time slot t − T . According to the above formulation of
energy prediction, the amount of energy for sensor node vi ∈ V in next L time slots is
defined as
L
X
SE(vi ) = min{BE(vi ), RE(vi ) +
HE(t)}
(2)
t=1

In (2), the BE(vi ) is the battery capacity and the RE(vi ) is the residual energy of
sensor node vi at current time slot t.
3.3. Problem description and formulation. In this section, we first describe the
relationship between topology optimization and fault tolerant target monitoring. Then,
we define the topology optimization problems.
Topology optimization is one of the key problems for improving the capacity and reliability. In the environmental monitoring WSN, the reliability of monitoring is one of the
fundamental considerations. The reliability requirement of WSN topology for environmental monitoring mainly includes two aspects, i.e. fault tolerant of network composed
of sensor nodes and fault tolerant of target monitoring, which also generally consider each
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target is monitored by k sensor nodes. For WSN, as we know, the fault tolerant mainly
indicates that the network or target monitoring still maintains the state of normal working when one or several sensor nodes are failure. For example, in Fig.1, two targets are
both monitored two sensor node simultaneously. When one sensor is failure, the target
monitoring doesnt́ have any impact. So, we believe that the topology in Fig.1 has fault
tolerant capability against failure of one sensor. In Fig.2, the network not only is provided
with the fault tolerant of target monitoring, but also has the fault tolerant of topology,
i.e. it exists a path between each sensor node and the sink node when any one sensor
node suffer from a failure. The network is also called 2-connectivity topology.
In this paper, the topology optimization objective is to construct a fault tolerant topology network, which is similar to the fault tolerant topology in Fig.2. However, the optimization does not just consider the failure of one sensor node, but the problem for the
failure of k -1 sensor nodes. Therefore, the key is that how to establish the problem formulation. According to Mengerś theorem [18], the construction of k -connected topology can
be solved by calculating disjoint paths between any two sensor nodes. Similarly, as we can
see from Fig.2, the 2-connected topology means that it has two disjoint paths between
senor node and sink node. So, we replace the problem of fault tolerant of topology and
target monitoring with the solution of node disjoint paths. According to the requirement
of fault tolerant, we divide the calculation of disjoint paths into two aspects. The first
aspect is the calculation of disjoint paths between target nodes and sink node. The second
aspect is the solution of disjoint paths between sensor nodes and sink.
2
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Sensor node
Target
Sink

Figure 1. Fault tolerant of target monitoring
From above problem description, the optimization problem and the ideal of achieving
the fault tolerant target monitoring are presented. Then, we define the problem formulation. Since the environmental monitoring not only require the extending of network
lifetime, but also enhance the target monitoring reliability. Therefore, our purpose is to
minimize maximum node energy consumption of under the condition of fault tolerant of
target monitoring and topology. To this end, the problem formulation is defined as
M in · max(Ec(vi ))
1≤i≤n
subject to :
M (zj ) ≥ k
1≤j≤n
DP (zj , Sink) ≥ k
1≤j≤n
DP (vi , vj , Sink) ≥ k
1 ≤ i ≤ n, ≥ 1 ≤ j ≤ n
Ec(vi ) < SE(vi )

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
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Figure 2. Fault tolerant of target monitoring and topology
In (3), the objective is to minimize the maximum node energy consumption, where
Ec(vi ) denotes the energy consumption of vi . The target zi is monitored by k sensor nodes
in (4). The DP (zj , Sink) emphasizes the number of disjoint paths is at least k between
target nodes and sink node. Moreover, the DP (vi , vj , Sink) denotes the disjoint paths
between sensor nodes and sink node are more than k, i.e. the fault tolerant between sensor
nodes and sink node is k connectivity. In (7), the constraint denotes the consumption
energy is less than the harvesting energy.
4. Topology Optimization Approach. In this section, we present our solution to the
optimization problem described in section 3.3. We first introduce the ideal of topology
optimization based on the harvesting energy of each sensor node. Then we present the
topology optimization algorithm of fault tolerant target monitoring(TFTTM).
From section 3.3 we know, the problem of fault tolerant target monitoring and topology
can convert into the solution of disjoint paths among sensor nodes and between target
nodes and sink node. But, in process of calculating the disjoint paths, the energy consumption needs to be considered. Therefore, the proposed optimization algorithm first
meets the fault tolerant requirement and then minimizes the maximum sensor node energy
consumption. In order to achieve the optimization objective, we first solve the k minimum
energy consumption node-disjoint paths between target nodes and sink node. Then we
calculate the k minimum energy consumption node-disjoint paths between sensor nodes
and sink node based on the harvested energy on each node. The specific procedure is
summarized in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1(TFTTM) :
Input: Initial topology G(V, E), the amount of harvesting energy SE(vi ), k
Output: The optimization topology G(V , E)
1. InitializationG0 (V 0 , E 0 )=NULL, P 0 =NULL
2. Establishing the topology Gd (V 0 , E 0 ) of solving the node-disjoint paths from initial
topology G(V, E)
3. For each target node zi ∈ Z
4. Solve the k node disjoint paths between zi and sink node P (zi , sink) based on link
weight 1/w(vi , vj ) = 1/(SE(vi ) + SE(vj )) in Gd (V 0 , E 0 )
5. P 0 = P 0 ∪ P (zi , sink)
6. For each sensor node vj ∈ Z
7. Solve the k node disjoint paths between vj and sink node R(zi , sink) based on link
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weight 1/w(vi , vj ) = 1/(SE(vi ) + SE(vj )) in Gd (V 0 , E 0 )
8. P 0 = P 0 ∪ R(vj , sink)
9. Return G0 (V 0 , E 0 ) ∪ P 0
For the algorithm 1, we take a topology for example to understand the step. First,
we establish an initial topology based on the monitoring distance and the maximum
transmission distance of sensor node and take it as the input topology. For instance,
an initial topology is shown in Fig.3. In line 1 of the algorithm 1, the output topology
G0 (V 0 , E 0 ) and the variable of storing the disjoint paths P 0 are initialized(in line 1). Then,
we need to construct a topology composed of node disjoint paths. According to graph
theory, the initial network G(V, E) only can solve the link-disjoint paths and cant calculate
the node-disjoint paths. In order to calculate the node-disjoint paths, the new topology
Gd (V 0 , E 0 ) need to be established based on decomposition Operation of initial topology
G(V, E) (line 2). The specific established procedure is as follows. Each Sensor node vi in
G(V, E) is replaced with vi00 and vi0 and establish a direct link from vi00 to vi0 . Meanwhile,
the link of e = (vi , vj ) in G(V, E) is two direct links e0 = (v100 , v20 ) and e00 = (v200 , v10 ).
From max-flow min-cut and Mengers theorem, the calculation disjoint paths between any
two different node vi and vj is obtained by the maximum integer flow algorithm in new
topology Gd (V 0 , E 0 ). First, According the harvesting energy SE(vi ) in next L time slots,
the k node-disjoint paths between zi and sink node P (zi , sink) are solved. In calculation
procedure, the disjoint paths is obtained by seeking the augment path with minimum link
weight 1/w(vi , vj ) = 1/(SE(vi ) + SE(vj ))(line 4). Then, these disjoint paths is merged
into the output topology G0 (V 0 , E 0 )(line 5). Second, the calculation of k node disjoint
paths between vj and sink node R(zi , sink) is taken the same method above(line 6-8).
Finally, the topology composed of all disjoint paths is outputted into G0 (V 0 , E 0 ). The
G0 (V 0 , E 0 ) is the final optimization topology.
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Figure 3. Initial topology G(V, E)
For example, we take the topology in Fig.3 as initial topology and assume the connectivity value of k is defined as 2. According the calculation of algorithm 1, all disjoint
paths P 0 between target nodes and sink node are showed in Fig.4.
Then, we solve the disjoint paths between sensor nodes and sink node in the same
way(line 6-7). These paths R(vj , sink) are stored into P 0 by the operation of P 0 =
P 0 ∪R(vj , sink)(in line 8). The final optimization topology G0 (V 0 , E 0 ) is showed in Fig.5(in
line 9).
The above description is the calculation procedure of algorithm 1. Then we analyze
the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm. For a given G(V, E) with n
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Figure 4. Disjoint paths between target nodes and sink node
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Figure 5. Disjoint paths between sensor nodes and sink node

sensor nodes, m target nodes and l links. We use an adjacency list to store the network
graph G(V, E). First, there are construction procedures of topology Gd (V 0 , E 0 ) adapting
to the disjoint paths. According to description of above algorithm 1 procedure, the
computational complexity of constructing Gd (V 0 , E 0 ) is O(n + l). Then, the proposed
algorithm mainly includes two aspects. In first aspect, the k disjoint paths between target
nodes and sink node are required to solve. In procedure for seeking the k disjoint paths,
since the network exists m different sensor node pairs between target nodes and sink node,
the number of times for solving k node-disjoint paths is m. For each procedure of solving
k node-disjoint paths, the k node-disjoint paths between any two sensor nodes is found
by maximum integer flow algorithm. If the graph G(V, E) is stored in the adjacency list,
the complexity of is O(k(l + n)). The merging operation of k node-disjoint paths in the
worst case takes k(n − 1) times operation. Therefore, the total computational complexity
of first aspect(in line 3-5 in algorithm 1) is O(mk(l + n) + k(n − 1))). Similarly, In
second aspect, this aspect mainly solves the k disjoint paths between sensor nodes and
sink node, the total computational complexity of second aspect(in line 6-8 in algorithm
1) is O(nk(l + n) + k(n − 1))). The final merging procedure in the worst case takes
k(n − 1) times operation. So, the total time complexity of the proposed algorithm is
O((m + n)k(l + n + k(n − 1)).
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Figure 6. Comparison of average node degree and path hops
5. Performance Analysis. First, we verify the proposed TFTTM algorithm via the
topology simulation. The major performance include average hops and average node
degree, which are the major factors influencing the throughput and delay. We set the
same parameter and take the real solar data in literature [19]. We consider networks of
50 to 100 sensor nodes and 10 to 60 target nodes randomly placed in a 1000m × 1000m
field. The transmission range of each sensor node is 250m and has a uniform sensing range
of 200m. We compare our proposed TFTTM algorithm with the unit disk graph (UDG)
and state-of-the-art algorithms which generate k-connected topologies, such as FGSS [13],
LTRT [14]. The fault tolerant requirement of topology is to meet the 2-connectivity, i.e.
k = 2. Fig.6 shows a comparison among these topology control algorithms.
In Fig.6 (a), it shows our proposed TFTTM algorithm has better average node degree
performance than FGSS, LTRT, and UDG. Furthermore, Fig.6 (b) also demonstrates the
average path hops of proposed TFTTM algorithm are less than UDG, LTRT, and FGSS,
which means it will reduce the end-to-end delay from target node to sink node.
In order to validate the performance of the proposed TFTTM algorithm, we evaluate
the network lifetime. We consider networks of 50 to 100 nodes and 30 target nodes
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randomly deploy in a 1000m × 1000m field. The transmission range and sensing range are
respectively 250m and 200m. All sensor nodes are equipped with an solar cell and assume
the solar cell of each sensor node has a conversion rate of 10% and a recharging efficiency
of 50%. We first run the UDG, LTRT, FGSS and TFTTM to construct the topologies
and calculate their network lifetime respectively. These algorithms run until sensor nodes
fail to monitor a target. We compare these algorithms with different numbers of active
sensor nodes and target nodes. For the parameter setting, the 5000 hours are defined as a
network lifetime upper bound and at this time, it indicates that the network can operate
perpetually. And we assume each sensor node is able to communicate with sink nodes by
multiple hops. Moreover, energy consumption of each node on communication paths is
the same.
6000

Network Lifetime(Hours)

5000

4000

3000

2000
UDG
TFTTM
LTRT
FGSS

1000

0
50

60

70
80
90
Number of sensor nodes

100



Figure 7. Network lifetime of different number of sensor nodes with 30
monitoring targets



Figure 8. Network lifetime of different number of monitoring targets with
50 sensor nodes
From Fig.7 as we know, the network lifetime increases with the increasing of sensor nodes. The reason is that when the number of sensor nodes increases, the average monitoring time of each sensor nodes reduces and has more times to harvest energy. Furthermore,
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since the number of target nodes is limited to 30, the network exist more transmission
path to be chose between sensor node and sink node when the number of sensor nodes
increases. Therefore, the network can provide more longer lifetime. For these constructed
topologies in Fig.7, the network lifetime of the topology constructed by UDG is less than
that of other algorithms. Moreover, we already set the 5000 hours as a network lifetime
upper bound, which means this times can operate perpetually. In Fig.7, the network
lifetime of proposed TFTTM algorithm is more than other algorithms and achieves perpetual monitoring when the number of sensor nodes is equal to 80. However, the FGSS
and LTRT both need 90 sensor nodes. In Fig.8, assuming the number of sensor nodes
is 50 in monitoring network, we compare the network lifetime of the proposed TFTTM
algorithm with other algorithms based on 20 to 80 monitoring targets. From Figure 8,
the reduction in network lifetime is less than other algorithms. The proposed TFTTM
algorithm has a longer network lifetime than the UDG, FGSS and LTRT.
Furthermore, we further evaluate the monitoring performance of the proposed TFTTM
algorithm by ns-2 simulation. The parameters are shown in Table 1. The throughput and
delay of receive monitoring date at the sink are evaluated. We utilize UDP connection
and CBR flow from target nodes to sink node. The packet length of monitoring data is
512bytes and the sending rate of each CBR flow is fixed at 256 kbps. All transmissions
are unicast following the 802.11 protocol. Under the condition of the same fault tolerant
requirement k=2, we compare the performance by measuring the throughput and average
delay. The comparison result is shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10.
Table 1. Simulation parameters
Field size
Maximum transmission range
Monitoring range
Number of sensor nodes
Number of target nodes
MAC protocol
Traffic pattern
Trans. protocol
Packet Length of monitoring target

1000m × 1000m
250m
200m
50-100
40
802.11
CBR
UDP
512 bytes

For evaluation of throughput performance in Fig.9, the proposed TFTTM algorithm
achieve higher throughput than other algorithms. Furthermore, the average delay form
target nodes to sink node of proposed TFTTM algorithm is lower than other algorithms.
These results also validate the correctness of performance comparison in Fig.6. Similarly,
the less node degree and path hops for our proposed algorithm respectively have less node
interference and transmission delay, which indirectly prove the better performance of the
proposed TFTTM algorithm in Fig.10. Since FGSS and LTRT consider the fault tolerant
among sensor nodes, it causes the increase of the node degree and path. However, our
TFTTM algorithm mainly focuses on the fault tolerant connection between target nodes
and sink node, also between sensor nodes and sink node. Thus, from these simulations
results, our TFTTM algorithms under the fault tolerant of target monitoring achieve
better network performance.
6. Conclusion. In this paper, we have investigated the topology optimization problem
of fault tolerant target monitoring for energy harvesting WSN and analyzed the relationship between topology optimization and fault tolerant target monitoring. Then, the
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Figure 9. Throughput from sink node



Figure 10. Average delay form target nodes to sink node

topology optimization algorithm of fault tolerant target monitoring(TFTTM) is proposed.
Extensive simulations show that our proposed algorithm has lower average node degree
and shorter average path hops than the existing typical fault tolerant topology control
algorithms. In addition, the simulation results of network lifetime, throughput and transmission delay further validate that the proposed TFTTM algorithm improves the network
performance for different numbers of sensor nodes and monitoring target nodes.
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